
 

 

May 18, 2021 - Competitive League & Club Academy Update 

1. Weather Policy 
2. Competitive League Schedule and Academy Schedule  
3. Competitive League Groups 
4. Academy Info 
 
1. Our weather policy is currently being updated, but please note for the time being: On training/competition 

days, we make a decision between 2:30-3:00 pm if training/competition will need to be rescheduled. Any 
weather-related changes to our schedule will be announced (Email/Website/Posted on FB) by 3:00 pm. 
• We are being especially careful during Phase One, as the symptoms for a cold and Covid are similar. If we 

have rain and it is heavy, lasts most of the day, and/or the temperature drops, we will reschedule. The 
health and safety of our players and staff is most important at this time. 

 
2. The Competitive League/Academy Schedule has been updated and is posted on the website: 

• https://www.pgysa.bc.ca/page/show/6249157-outdoor-program-documents-and-schedules 

3. The Competitive League will maintain two separate groups (12-14, 5:30-6:30 and 15-18, 6:30-7:30) during 
Phase One, or at least until we hear from Bonnie Henry on the 25th. What will probably make sense, is to eventually 
transition and have all the Competitive League attend training and Competition at the same time. Therefore, when 
we get to Phase Two, we are looking at having one session/match time for all the Competitive League players from 
6-7:30 pm. As soon as we hear next week's announcement, we will update everyone. 

4. To all Parents/Players registered with the Club Academy program. This Outdoor season we have many new 
participants in the Academy and the highest Academy registration since the program began in 2018. Please note:  

• The Academy is focused deliberately on the development of the Individual within training groups (the 
Academy is not team based). 

• Our Academy foundation is based on 6-8/9-11/12-14/15-18 training groups and we transition players as 
they go through different stages in their development. 

• Sport Science plays an integral role in all our teachings. You will see that we consistently adjust our 
training plans on different days. Sometimes we work with smaller groups, while on others we work with 
larger groups. At many times we have younger players work alongside older players, as player mentality 
and work ethic plays a big role in player placement.  

• Balance/Coordination/Ball Control/Acceleration/Deceleration/Agility, etc., are all built into our Academy 
curriculum. If a player can't balance on one foot, they will have a very difficult time playing the game of 
Football (Soccer). This is because in the game, we are only ever on one foot. 

• Please take a look through the Academy page on our website for more 
information: https://www.pgysa.bc.ca/page/show/6217743-impact-wfc-bmo-personal-training-academy- 

• Meeting all the Sport Safety Guidelines can be difficult at times, but we need to please ask for your 
support. Please make sure to view our Return-to-Play video, as it clarifies Phase One guidelines. The entry 
gate is for drop-off and the exit gate is for pick-up. Spectators are NOT permitted on the field during 
sessions in Phase One and videotaping of sessions is only permitted with written consent by the Club Head 
Office.  

Thanks Team. See you on the Pitch. 

Terrol Russell, B.Sc. (Kin), M.Sc. (MSES) 
PGYSA Director of Club Operations  
PG IMPACT/WFC BMO Academy Director  


